After watching our Sun bears as part of our Virtual Zoo Day, test your knowledge with the following questions. Write your answers as full sentences.

QUESTION 1

What are the names of our three Sun bears?

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

QUESTION 2

What features help Sun bears to climb and grip onto trees?

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

QUESTION 3

How long is a Sun bear’s tongue?

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

QUESTION 4

Sun bears are omnivores, what type of food do they eat?

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

QUESTION 5

Sun bears are vulnerable to extinction can you name one of the threats to Sun bears?

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
After watching our Sun bears as part of our Virtual Zoo Day, test your knowledge with the following questions. Write your answers as full sentences.

QUESTION 1

What are the names of our three Sun bears?

The names of the Sun bears at Chester Zoo are Milli, Toni and Kyra.

QUESTION 2

What features help Sun bears to climb and grip onto trees?

Big, strong claws help Sun bears climb and grip onto trees.

QUESTION 3

How long is a Sun bear’s tongue?

A Sun bear’s tongue is 20–25cm long.

QUESTION 4

Sun bears are omnivores, what type of food do they eat?

Sun bears eat fruit, leaves and invertebrates.

QUESTION 5

Sun bears are vulnerable to extinction, can you name any of the threats to Sun bears?

Threats to Sun bears include illegal wildlife trade and deforestation.